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STUNNING CURVED BATHS AND BASINS, FROM BATHROOM AND FURNITURE
DESIGNER, WILLIAM GARVEY LTD

William Garvey, the acclaimed bathroom and furniture designer, celebrates the
curve in 2009 with stunning circular teak baths and basins, guaranteed to make a
splash in any home. The bathroom should be a sanctuary, the place you relax and
soak away the stresses of the day. Surround yourself with curves rather than hard
lines and angles and you will find your bathing experience enhanced beyond
measure.

The Helio bath, surely one of the most stunning baths on the market, is a perfect
circular structure with a circumference of 1700mm. Complex interlocking joints are
fused together to give a  smooth, curved finish with beautiful contrasts between the
wood grain in the different layers. The circular bath allows you to really stretch out
and indulge in a truly relaxing, spa-like experience and teak, with its natural
warmth, will also keep your bath water warmer for longer.

An extraordinary piece of timber engineering, the Helio bath is guaranteed to make
a statement in any bathroom. The Helio basin is complementary in shape and can
either be used on its own or incorporated into a wash-stand, in which case it is
called a Fusion basin. Both the Helio bath and basin are available as a standard
range, however they can also be made to order which means you can have your
bath or basin made to your exact specifications. 

The rich colour and warmth of teak make it very appealing for use in the bathroom.
Add to that the natural antiseptic qualities within the wood and its durability and it
is easy to understand why teak bathroom products are enjoying increased
popularity. Its suitability for use in wet situations is further enhanced by William
Garvey Ltd's use of an innovative system called Timbertect Plus, which retains the
look and feel of natural timber yet gives it the properties and ease of use normally
associated with man-made materials. With more than 25 years of experience in
making wooden baths and sinks, the company is happy to offer a no-quibble
guarantee on all of its products against defects in materials or manufacture.

The design force behind Devon-based furniture-makers William Garvey Ltd is Bill
Garvey, whose work is recognized for its simple, pared-down style that enhances
the natural beauty of wood, resulting in a signature style that is effortlessly
timeless. William Garvey has become a leading authority on successfully using wood
in wet situations and the company has built up an extensive product range of
baths, basins and sinks. In addition the company's wholly bespoke service has
resulted in commissions for kitchen design and freestanding furniture. Large
projects receive the same attention to detail as single pieces and the company has
both the skill and the capacity to produce stunning work on a large scale.
Increasingly William Garvey Ltd is commissioned to create bespoke control room
installations including police, railway and power distribution projects.
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www.williamgarvey.co.uk   Tel: 01404 841430
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